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Abstract. This is a preliminary report on a solution we designed for
the VerifyThis Collaborative Long Term Challenge 2019 [6].

1 Used veri�cation approach and tools

We used the Why3 veri�cation framework [1] to design, from scratch, a simple
but running prototype implementation of a PGP key server. The current version
does not have a Web interface but a basic command-line interface. We exploit
the ability of Why3 to extract OCaml code from veri�ed WhyML code (getting
rid of formal speci�cations and ghost code [3]) so as to produce code that can
be compiled into an executable.

Our prototype is made of a combination of unveri�ed handwritten OCaml
code and of WhyML code whose functional behaviour is formally speci�ed and
proven correct. As Why3 is a framework for sequential programs only, our ap-
proach does not address any issue related to concurrency of execution of server
requests.

2 How the challenge was adapted to make veri�cation

possible

The main approach we took was to follow the document presenting the chal-
lenge [5]. We also had a look at the implementation of the Hagrid key server [4]
written in Rust, to get more precise ideas on its implementation. In particu-
lar, we discovered that it was using the �le system of the host computer as a
database, instead of any more sophisticated database management system.

From the challenge document [5] we addressed mission 1 (Safety), mission 2
(Functionality) and mission 6 (Termination). The mission 0 (Identify Relevant
Properties) was not deeply investigated: we turned the informal properties of the
�ve operations given in the challenge documentation [5, Section 5] into formal
speci�cations in WhyML. For that we reused the theories for sets and maps from
the Why3 standard library. Yet it appeared that such theories were in fact under
reorganisation and we are using the new versions, so that replaying our proofs
today requires to install the Why3 version in the master branch of development3.

3 Or presumably the upcoming next release 1.3.0.



We also used character strings, which is a newly available theory in the Why3
standard library.

We did not really address mission 3 (Protocol), though our functional spec-
i�cations implicitly express properties about the server protocol, such as the
fact that to con�rm a key addition, only a token previously issued by the Add
operation can be accepted. Missions 4 (Privacy), 5 (Thread Safety) and 7 (Ran-
domness) are not addressed at all.

We also did not implement a Web front-end though we could have done it
with unveri�ed OCaml code.

3 What has been achieved

Our implementation is divided into three parts as it is described in the challenge
presentation [5]: a front-end (here a basic CLI program), a back-end (which actu-
ally implements the requirements) and a database (here a �le-based implemen-
tation of dictionaries). The development is publicly available from the gitlab
repository https://gitlab.inria.fr/why3/verifythis2020. The README �le
there explains how to replay the proofs, how to compile an executable and how
to run the latter.

The back-end interface is speci�ed by a WhyML module Spec containing
an abstract view of the server global state - under the form of a record type
with ghost �elds and invariants - and the expected �ve operations Query, Add,
ConfirmAdd,Del and ConfirmDel. The back-end is implemented in another
module Impl which re�nes Spec, the type state being extended with concrete
�elds. Gluing invariants relate those concrete �elds with the ghost �elds. The
re�nement is proved correct. The proofs are not di�cult: they proceed smoothly
using automated provers only.

The module Impl makes use of an extra module Table providing an interface
to a general data structure of dictionaries mapping strings to strings. The Table
module is only a WhyML interface, its implementation is written in OCaml and
is not veri�ed. Yet, this OCaml code makes use of an implementation of Base64
encoding-decoding that is used to turn arbitrary strings into valid �lenames. This
Base64 module is a completely independent library that was recently veri�ed
with Why3. This constitutes the database part of our prototype.

While the back-end operations rely on preconditions to ensure properties on
inputs, the front-end adds a layer which checks inputs and raises exceptions when
they do not conform to preconditions. The front-end is written in WhyML but
is actually completed with OCaml code that provides the simple CLI interface.
The front-end also implements an initialisation function that performs sanity
checks on database when starting the server (see details below).

4 Successes and challenges

The main success is that we could actually write the speci�cations down in
WhyML, develop WhyML code that is fully proven conforming to the speci�ca-
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tions, and also extract an executable program from it that we can interface with
OCaml external code, to e�ectively run a basic prototype server.

The proofs were not particularly challenging. Each veri�cation condition was
most of the time discharged by one of the automated theorem provers available
in Why3 (one of Alt-Ergo, CVC4, or Z3 for this proof). Adding a few extra
assertions in the code was enough in the remaining cases but one. This extra case
has to be handled using a few manual Why3 transformations to be discharged [2],
but was quite easy to prove anyway. The most challenging part was in fact the
initialisation function: the code of this function must indeed do a lot of checks on
the data read from disc, so as to ensure that the resulting server state satis�es
the invariant. It is also the only part of the code using loops, thus requiring loop
invariants to be added.

Of course, the remaining challenges are numerous, starting from the fact
that we did not address at all the issues related to concurrency, privacy, or
randomness. Another challenge would be to get closer to the current Hagrid
server which uses clever techniques to store less information on disc. For example,
it encodes all the needed information in the con�rmation tokens: Hagrid does
not have to store any information about the token, as it can recover it from the
token itself, whereas we have to store locally for each token which email and key
it was associated with.

Another challenge in a more general point of view is the amount of time,
or human e�ort, to achieve such a veri�ed server: we had quite little human
resources to dedicate to this case study, and we had to aim at a very simple
implementation if we wanted to have a working basic prototype. Designing a
veri�ed alternative to Hagrid, with all required guarantees regarding privacy and
concurrency, should start by planning signi�cant allocation of human resources.
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